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This monthly report summarizes the RSS status as of July 10, 2009. This covers the RSS
reassembly at Sutherland from June 8 - July 9, 2009, during which time the repaired optics was
re-installed and realigned, and the mechanisms reinstalled and checked out with the control
system.  A more detailed accounting of this process may be found in the weekly reports at 
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/rss-vis/html/documents/reports.shtml

Mechanical

•  Electronics boxes.  Brackets avoiding an interference with the ρ stage were machined and all
boxes were successfully mounted. 

•  Slitmask mechanism.  This was successfully installed for the first time on the optics.  A new
failure mode was encountered where the insertion / removal bracket broke, leaving a slitmask
caught in the elevator.  This was traced to a part with known fatigue which had not yet been
replaced.  This mechanism had not been tested before installation of the optics, since the
slitmask insertion chute is an integral part of the optical assembly which has only recently
became available.  The part has since been replaced. 

•  Waveplate mechanism.  Installed, but active control was not required for this month's tests. 
There does appear to be an issue with the rotation encoders which will eventually need
resolution.

•  Shutter mechanism.  Working reliably.

•  Grating mechanism.  An issue with the grating magazine selection direction was resolved by a
backwards connector.  The magazine was successfully aligned and the rotation stage home
was successfully trimmed to allow grating and etalon insertion.  It was operated at high level
for several spectra.

•  Etalon insertion mechanism.  Working reliably.

•  Beamsplitter mechanism.  This mechanism was not installed, since it was not required for
testing.  It will require the creation of new spacers since the placement of the camera
beamsplitter mount with respect to the grating mount has changed slightly.

•  Focus mechanism.  The LVDT focus position sensor became unreliable, changing its
indication by a good fraction of full travel. This was traced to a poor mechanical connection
of the LVDT core, which is very sensitive.  This has been corrected, and focus readout is
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now repeatable.

•  Filter mechanism.  Successfully installed and used fairly extensively using the high level
software.  The magazine alignment needs to be adjusted.  The filters need to be remounted in
holders modified to accept recessed barcodes.

•  Articulation mechanism.  After some difficulty with the encoder connector, this is operating
reliably.

Control

•  New optics thermal sensors were successfully cabled into the system. They  need to be made
more robust.

•  Slitmask mechanism: The software control of the updated slitmask mechanism has been
improved so that it works fairly reliably from the high level.  Software issues were resolved
involving the hardware improvements made in the last few years that have changed the
behavior of the “fetched” sensor. However, the slitmask barcodes are not being read.

•  Shutter: An issue with the control of the shutter from PCON, which is used for engineering
troubleshooting only (the shutter is usually controlled by the detector computer PDET) may
be resolved.  PCON operation was not correctly executed.  Correct PCON operation should
still be tried, and the documentation clarified.

•  Focus mechanism:  There is an apparent control problem where if the motor is driven into its
forward limit, it won't come out without human intervention. 

• RSS control software development: the environment data has been added to the new GUI, and
initialization functions implemented.  Testing of the new software on the hardware continues.

Optics and Testing

•  Post-shipping camera and collimator optics inspection:  Inspection of the refractive optics
shipped from California was good, with the exception of a bubble seen in the collimator
triplet in the Main Group.  This was not actually seen until the Main Group was first put in
the instrument on the dolly, which places it into a position where any bubble centers itself.  It
is apparently in the fluid gap that was widened (1.4 mm) to compensate for the decreased
thickness of the NaCl center element, so that bubbles move rapidly.  The bubble vapor was
extracted from the fluid bladder by syringe; the bladder is accessible under a cover plate on
the top of the Main Group.  The other out-of-the-ordinary observation is that the bladders are
more inflated than when first assembled at Pilot Group.  The likely explanation is that there
is enough trapped air that the travel from sea level to SALT inflated the air.  On this model,
we have extracted only about 25-30% of the air, and there is more to come. (An alternate
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model, that vapor is being generated by chemical interaction of the fluid and the NaCl
element, has been eliminated through an experiment at Pilot Group).  It will be possible to
remove more air pre-lift, if we should so decide.  The bubble growth rate is being monitored,
and does appear to be slowing.  Extrafocal images indicate that with the spectrograph
untipped, the bubble does interfere with imaging, so it is now being operated tipped at 28E,
where it does not seem to be a problem, since it has floated up out of the beam.  In position
on the telescope at 37±6E from vertical, a small bubble will not likely be in the optical path. 

•  Etalon optics inspection: Inspection of the etalons showed that the AR coatings on the outside
of the LR etalon (one side, a few patches), and MR etalon (both sides, most of aperture) had
"crazed", which the coating manufacturer ascribes to excess humidity.  This was anticipated
as a possibility since the SALT instrument air in 2006 was found sometimes not to meet the
dryness specification due to air dryer and hosing problems (since fixed).  The etalons are
most susceptible since the more usual "hard" AR coatings introduce stress which distorts the
etalons out of the λ/100 requirement.  No other optics that shares the dispersor area with the
etalons (collimator doublet, gratings, camera entrance) shows evidence of damage.  The
etalons can have the AR coatings brushed off, and will operate OK, since the gap coatings,
which are more enclosed, do appear to be OK, based on subsequent finesse testing.

•  Detector alignment/ Imaging:  First, a focus run was obtained consisting of images  through a
slitmask containing 12.5μ  pinholes arranged in a "+" across  the field of view, with camera
focal positions every 100μ.  The FWHM of  each pinhole image as a function of focal
position was determined, and the resulting data used to derive the tip, tilt, and Z-offset of the
detector relative to nominal. This resulted in a suggested adjustment of each of the three
mount screws  in the detector kinematic mount.  It was found that the screw motions were 
coupled more than expected, but three iterations sufficed to converge to within 50μ in Z and
2-3 arcmin in tip and tilt.  The mount screws were  tightened by torque wrench to 0.9 Nm to
provide a repeatable adjustment.  Focus runs were then obtained at 434, 525, 629, and 784
nm, resulting in focus position and monochromatic image sizes at each wavelength.  These
results agree very well with similar data obtained when the RSS was first delivered to 
SALT.

•  UV flatfield:  Imaging data was obtained to assess the UV throughput as a function of position
in the beam, to pin down  the remaining UV absorption features seen before delivery by Pilot
Group in on-axis transmission curves of the multiplets.  The images were obtained through
UV interference filters obtained  from SALTICAM at 340 and 380±20 nm, and compared to
a Fabry-Perot interference filter centered at 434 nm.  UV flatfields using a Quartz Tungsten
Halogen lamp show no discernable structure.   However, Extra-Focal (“EF”) images (1 mm
out of focus using the camera focus mechanism) of the HgAr lamp through the 12.5μ pinhole
slitmask and show a "blotchy" structure in the 340 and 380 nm filters corresponding to the
HgAr lines at 334 and 365 nm.  These features are not evident using QTH images through FP
filters at 434, 523, 629, and 784 nm. The UV EF features move away from the center as one
looks at pinholes further from the optical axis.  A ZEMAX analysis of this motion may point
to the surface responsible.  We suspect that it is the collimator doublet, which is the element
known to have a remaining UV absorption issue, and is quite close  to the pupil, so that any
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non-uniformity would be evident in an EF image but not in a flatfield.

•  UV spectrum.  A QTH spectrum and a spectrum focus series of the HgAr lamp was obtained
through the 900 R/mm  VPH grating at 12.125E rotation, using the 1/3 arcsec slitlet slitmask. 
This covers 300 - 600 nm  at a resolution R ~ 3500.  The 313 and 334 nm Hg lines are seen
clearly in good focus.  A further analysis and comparison with the pre- repair spectrum is
required to quantify the performance.  With the current state of the baffling of the instrument,
VPH spectra require operation of the  spectrograph from the SALT control room to allow the
spectrograph room to be completely darkened. 

•  A Fabry Perot ghost image test indicates that the collimation is extremely close to that seen
before the repair, which was already very near the optimal collimation, without adjustment of
the collimator doublet. In addition, we have verified the removal of the stray light which
originally hampered FP calibration and which was ascribed to a poorly performing field
flattener coating, now repaired.

Management

•  Documentation: a number of deficiencies in the existing operations and maintenance
documentation were identified during the reassembly, particularly with the pneumatics and
the control sequencing.  UW responsible contacts have been identified for each of these
items.  Progress will be tracked using a spreadsheet at
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/~khn/salt/Outgoing/documentation/

•  A detailed “snag list” of  remaining hardware and software issues is being constructed, with
UW and SALT responsible contacts.  These will be documented in the SALT RT tracker
when it is made available to RSS personnel.
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Activities for next month

•  Optics
- Obtain replacement UV beamsplitter calcite. (KLC)
- Monitor collimator bubble growth rate. (SALT)

•  Mechanical
- Continue test of slitmask mechanism. (SALT)

•  Control (SALT)
- Continue coding of new PCON high-level control software.
- Finish software ATP document.
- Test new high-level software on instrument.
- Troubleshoot focus mechanism limit issue. (UW, SALT)
- Troubleshoot slitmask barcode reader. (UW, SALT)

•  Management 
- Get snag list into SALT RT system. (UW, SALT)
- Construct schedule, budget for snag list. (UW, SALT)
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